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ABSTRACT. Guided by a conceptual model developed by Davison and
Wright, the research was conducted to determine which types of contract
administration problems (e.g., delays) were perceived as most likely for
seven types of contracts (e.g., small supplies and purchases). The survey
was sent electronically to all members of the National Institute of
Government Purchasing (NIGP). Postcards with the survey URL were also
distributed to a random sample of members of the Institute for Supply
Management (ISM). Data were obtained from 557 respondents. The results
for the perceived relationship of the occurrence of contract administration
problems for the various contract types provided partial support for the
conceptual model. The results also showed that construction contracts were
perceived as having the most problems overall and delay was perceived as
the most common contract administration problem. The implications and
limitations of the research are discussed.
INTRODUCTION

The role of the procurement professional is rapidly changing from
a clerical function to a strategic participant, who is involved in the
major decisions regarding expenditure of funds (McCue & Pitzer,
2005). Procurement professionals must deal with changes in
technology, socioeconomic objectives, and legislation (McCue &
Gianakis, 2001). Public procurement professionals will need to
understand the theory and best practices of public procurement to be
successful in this new role.
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In response to increasing demand for services, coupled with a
decrease in taxes, public organizations have flattened every aspect of
their hierarchal structure and required departments “to do more with
less” (Ancona, Kochan, Scully, Van Maanen, & Westney, 2005). The
procurement profession has responded to the “do more with less”
edict by increasing organizational efficiency by implementing Eprocurement technologies, such as, on line requisitioning and P-cards
(Drabkin & Thai, 2007). The adoption of E-Procurement technologies
has allowed the procurement department to transfer much of the
procurement clerical function to end users. (Bartle & Korosec, 2001)
This transfer has provided the procurement professional with the
opportunity to become a strategic partner, in all purchases, by
allowing them to apply their expertise to areas of the procurement
process where they can best add value, such as, developing Requests
for Proposals, performance based contracting, and contract
management (Schwartz, 2007).
To achieve the goal of becoming a strategic participant, the
procurement department will have to allocate carefully its scarce
human and financial resources to where they will be most effective.
To make effective resource allocation decisions, a framework based
on theory, research, and best practices will be needed.
The contractual goal of the procurement of any good or service is
successful project completion. Successful project completion is
defined, by the National Institute of Governmental Purchasing, Inc.
(NIGP), as successful procurement of the right item, in the right
quantity, for the right price, at the right time, with the right quality,
known as the “5 R’s” (Thai, 2007).
To complete a project successfully, contractual goals should be
established to accomplish each of the “5 R’s” (NIGP, 2000). The
establishment of contract goals begins with identifying the typical
contract risks and potential contract administration problems
associated with the purchase that could affect any of the “5 R’s”
(Davison & Wright, 2004).
By understanding the relationship between the contract type and
potential contract problems, procurement professionals can
anticipate the types of contract administration problems that are
likely to occur for a specific type of purchase. In turn this will allow
them to prepare effective specifications, contracts, and contract
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administration plans to avoid the potential problems or minimize the
potential negative consequences. (Davison & Wright, 2004)
Identifying Potential Contract Administration Problems
While there are numerous items and services that can be
purchased, each purchase of goods and services faces the same set
of contractual risks that affect the successful accomplishment of any
of the five “5 R’s.” Abi-Karam (2002) suggested that every purchase
should be evaluated for six types of risks: Proposal risk, Surety and
liability risks, Schedule risk, Contractual risk, Performance risk and
Price risk.
Davison and Wright (2004) expanded on the definition of these
risks to include their relationship to the “5 R’s”:
- Proposal risk: The legal document that defines the item or service
procured (the right item), the mutual areas of agreement, and
how risks will be allocated and rewarded.
- Surety and liability risks: Protection of the agency’s financial and
legal interests (the right price). The contract will define the
insurance requirements, bonding requirements, and licensing
that are necessary to protect the agency in the event of contract
termination or to meet statutory requirements.
- Schedule risk: Ensuring timely delivery (the right time). The
contract will contain clear and specific language describing the
contract deliverables, delivery terms, and any penalties for late
delivery.
- Contractual risk: Establishing change order procedures, dispute
resolution process and termination procedures (the right price
and time).The contract is a living document and allowances must
be made to accommodate unforeseen conditions that may affect
the purchase. The contract will specify who has the authority to
make changes, how changes will be made, and what changes will
be unilateral. The contract will specify how disputes will be
resolved if mutual agreement cannot be reached. The contract
will specify the termination process.
- Performance risk: Defining acceptance (the right quality). The
contract will define the conditions under which acceptance will
occur and what type of inspection will be required.
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- Price risk: Defining payment terms (the right price). The contract
will define how and when the Contractor will be paid.
Based on observation and communication with peers, Davison
and Wright (2004), propose that each of these 6 contractual risks is
comprised of a set of contract problems that may occur each time the
good or service is procured (Table 1). Each contract problem that
occurs can threaten the success of the project by impacting any or all
of the 5 “R’s” in an adverse manner, such as, delivery of incorrect
product, incorrect quantity, an increase in project costs, a delay in
delivery, poor quality or the ultimate unsuccessful result, contract
termination (Davison & Wright, 2004).
TABLE 1

Relationship between Contractual Risk and Contract Administration
Problem
Contractual Risk and
Contract Administration
Problem
Proposal risk: Unclear
scope of work
Surety and Liability risk:
Increased cost
Schedule risk: Wrong
product

Examples
Ambiguous specifications lead to disputes over
required performance, acceptance.
Bonds and insurance are inadequate to cover
vendor failure.
Purchase order or contract clearly identifies
correct product, but vendor ships incorrect
product. No dispute is involved
Schedule risk: Delay
Purchase order has clearly stated completion
date. Completion date delayed (any length of
time) due to agency or vendor (with or without
cause).
Contractual risk: Change The scope of work (additional work, money, time)
order
changes after contract award. The change can be
requested by either party for any reason.
Contractual risk: Dispute Personalities conflict between agency project
manager or staff and vendor project manager or
resolution and
employees Or disagreement between the parties
personality conflict
that can not be easily resolved. Scope of work,
materials supplied, payment schedules, or any
other aspect of the contract may be involved.
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TABLE 1 (Continued)
Contractual Risk and
Contract Administration
Examples
Problem
Performance risk:
Completion of project is delayed due to non
Definition of acceptance acceptance of final product. Example: difference
in either party’s definition of what was supposed
to be delivered or provided.
Performance risk: Poor
Contract clearly states a level of expected
performance
performance (this is not in dispute) and quality
problems with vendor’s performance of work
occur.
Performance risk: SubThe vendor uses subcontractors not on his payroll
Contractors
to perform any or all of the work. Prior approval,
for use of subcontractors, was received
Performance risk: Other There are very few vendors that can perform the
sources
work.
Performance risk: Risk of The project has a high risk of failure. i.e. new
failure
technology, new equipment, new vendor, Project
never been done before. Timeline or budget is
tight
Price Risk: Cost
Project has a high cost.

Identifying Contract Types
Based on observation and communication with peers and after
reviewing the set of contractual risk characteristics for the purchase
of each good or service, Davison and Wright (2004) propose that
each purchase can be placed into one of seven contract types (Table
2) (Davison & Wright, 2004) and that each of these contract types
shares a similar set of contractual risks and potential contract
administration problems (Table 3). This study empirically tested the
validity of the conceptual framework offered in Table 3.
METHOD

Subjects and Procedure
The subjects were the members of two organizations--the
National Institute of Governmental Purchasing, Inc. and the Institute
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TABLE 2

Contract Types
Contract Type
Commodities, Small
Purchases

Examples
MRO (maintenance, repair and operating supplies)
Term contracts: i.e. office supplies, one-time orders for
durable goods under $5000
Capital Outlay
Durable goods over $5000
Professional Services Architects, consultants
Contracted Services Custodial services, food service
Software
Custom developed and shrink-wrap
Construction
Any type and any dollar amount – New construction or
remodeling
Leases
Leased space or equipment – lease without intent to
own
TABLE 3

Comparison of Typical Contract Administration Problems and Contract
Type

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

Source: Davison and Wright (2004).

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

X
X
X

X

Cost

X

Sub contractors

X

Risk of Failure
Termination

X

Poor Performance

X
X

Other Sources

X

Conflict

X

Change Order

Software
Leases
Construction

X

Definition of
Acceptance

Commodities, Small
Purchases
Capital Outlay
Professional Services
(Architects)
Contracted Services
(Custodial Services)

Delays

Contract Type

Wrong Product

Typical contract administration problems

X
X
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of Supply Management (ISM). A “blast” email with a hot link to the
survey was sent to all 10627 NIGP members on May 2. ISM has
over 40000 members. A random sample of 2000 members was sent
a postcard with the survey URL printed on it. These cards were also
left outside of meeting rooms at an ISM regional meeting and
approximately 50 cards were picked up. The email to NIGP members
that had the link to the survey had the preface (Appendix 1).
To pilot the survey it was sent to 10 NIGP members, 7 of whom
replied. Though some commented on its length and complexity, no
major issues were raised
Survey Instrument
The survey initially asked a number of background questions,
including, country in which the respondent worked, type of agency
worked for, current position, total years in purchasing, years in
current position, highest level of education, field of education,
professional certifications currently held, year when most recent
certification was obtained, approximate annual purchasing volume for
the respondent’s entire agency, approximate annual purchasing
volume made by the respondent, respondent’s level of purchasing
authority, number of full time employees in respondent’s agency,
number of full time employees in respondent’s purchasing unit, types
of purchases respondent has current responsibility for, and the
number of purchase orders or contracts issued by the respondent for
the major contract categories investigated in the study—Commodities,
Capital Outlay, Professional Services, Contracted Services, Software,
Leases, Construction, and Other. A copy of the complete survey is in
Appendix B.
The survey then provided definitions of the seven major contract
purchase types and ten major contract management problems—
Wrong Product, Delay, Final Acceptance, Change Order, Personality
Conflict, Poor Performance, Sub Contractors, Cost, Other sources, and
Risk of Failure. Using these definitions, respondents were then asked
to rank order the frequency with which these problems occur for each
type of contract. The exact instructions for this question follow:
For purchases made within the past year, rank order the
problems that apply in terms of how often they occur for each
contract type with 1 being most frequent (as applicable) to 10
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being least frequent (as applicable) or choose 99 for those
that do not apply. The definitions of contract type are listed in
Attachment A, and the definitions of contract problems are
listed on Attachment B. Please use each of the ten ranks only
once.
Lastly, the respondents were asked to indicate the typical
consequences they experienced for each type of problem within each
type of contract.
Response Rate
The total number of respondents from both samples was 557.
Since all respondents accessed the survey through the same link, it is
impossible to state definitively how many came from each
organization. However, 492 of the respondents indicated they
worked for a government or public agency. Only 16 said they worked
for a private agency while 4 worked for a utility and 43 worked for an
educational institution. Two respondents did not indicate where they
worked.
The timing of the responses as well as type of organizations for
which they worked suggests that the vast majority of the respondents,
approximately 500, were NIGP members. Because 442 of the emails
were not delivered due to bad addresses, the response rate for NIGP
is 5% (500/10185). All that can be confidently stated is that the
response rate for ISM was less than that for NIGP. These results are
not surprising in that ISM members had to type in a long URL to
access the survey whereas NIGP members simply had to click on a
link. In addition, a small number (34) of the postcards which were
sent were returned to the sender for a variety of reasons, such as no
forwarding address, insufficient address, or insufficient postage for
international addresses, further contributing to the relatively low
response rate.
Though the response rates are low, the overall size of the sample
is good. The relatively low response rates are not surprising in view of
the complexity and length of the survey.
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FINDINGS

Respondent Characteristics
The respondents were experienced in their fields and had
substantial purchasing authority. The median number of years they
said they had in purchasing was 16 with a median of five years in
their current positions. The median annual purchasing volume for
their entire agency was $50 million while their median purchasing
volume for the last year was $7 million. The respondents also tended
to work for rather large agencies. The median number of full time
employees in their agencies was 600 and the median number of full
time employees in their purchasing units was 8. The respondents, on
average, were well educated with over 60 % of the sample having a
four-year college degree or beyond. Their educational fields of study
were rather varied but the vast majority (56%) had studied business.
Liberal arts (11%) and public administration (9%) were the other most
common fields of study. The NIGP median for size of purchasing staff
is 5-7 and 66% of NIGP members have a four-year college degree or
beyond. The respondent characteristics are similar to the available
NIGP demographics and suggest that the sample is representative of
the population.
Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems for Each
Contract Type
The major results for this study were intended to be the average
ranks of the type of problems within type of contract category.
Perusal of the initial average ranks suggested that the respondents
had not used ranks in evaluating the problems. Examination of the
raw data supported this suspicion. Instead of ranking the frequency
of the problems for each contract type, it is clear that the
respondents used the ten ranks as a rating scale instead.
Consequently, the raw data obtained represent rating scale averages
and not average ranks. For this initial analysis these rating scale
averages were rank ordered from most to least common.
A summary of the perceived occurrence of each contract
administration problem for each contract type is presented in Table 4.
For example, the results in the table indicate that delays were
perceived to be the most common contract administration problem
for supplies and small purchases while subcontractors were seen as
the least likely problem for this kind of problem.
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TABLE 4

Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems for Each
Contract Type
Ranking
Order

Contract Type
Supplies
and Small
Purchases

Capital
Outlay

Professional
Services

Contracted
Services

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Delays
Cost

Delays

PP
CO
WP
Other
Conflict
DoA
F or T
Subcont

CO
PP
Other
Conflict
Subcont
DoA
F or T
WP

CO
Delays
Cost
Conflict
DoA
PP
Subcont
Other
F or T
WP

PP
Cost
Cost
CO
Delays
Other
Other
Delays
DoA
Delays Delays
Cost
Conflict
DoA
PP
Subcont
CO
CO
DoA
Conflict
Cost
PP
CO
DoA
F or T Conflict Conflict
PP
Subcont F or T
F or T
F or T
Other
WP
Subcont
WP
WP
Subcont
WP
Other

Cost

Software

Leases

Construction

Notes: PP = Poor performance, CO = Change order, WP = Wrong product, Other
= Other sources, DoA = Definition of acceptance, F or T = Risk of failure or
termination, Subcont = Subcontractor.

Comparison of the Conceptual Model’s Predictions with the Research
Results
Table 5 compares the Davison and Wright conceptual model
predictions (Table 3) with the actual survey results (Table 4). In Table
5 the Davison and Wright predictions are indicated by an X and the
survey result for each prediction is indicated with its numeric rank.
The typical contract administration problems predicted by the
conceptual model for commodities and small purchases and capital
outlay purchases were different from the survey results. The
conceptual model did not identify 3 of the top 4 typical problems for
small purchases and 2 of the top 4 typical problems for capital outlay
purchases. For each of the remaining types of purchases the
conceptual model accurately predicted 3 out of the top 4 typical
problems.
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TABLE 5

Comparison of the Conceptual Model’s Predictions with the Research
Results

Commodities X, 5
Small
Purchases
Capital Outlay X, 10
Professional
Services
(Architects)
Contracted
Services
(Custodial
Services)
Software
Leases
Construction

X, 1

X, 1
X, 2

4

3

X, 5

3
X, 1

X, 4 X, 8

X, 2

X, 3

X, 5 4

X, 3 X, 4
X, 3
X, 2 X, 6

X, 5
X, 5
X, 1

Cost

Subcontractors

Poor
Performance
Risk of Failure
Termination

Other Sources

Conflict

Change Order

Definition of
Acceptance

Delays

Typical contract administration problems
Wrong Product

Contract
Type

2

4

X,9

X, 2
3

X, 9

X, 1

X, 7

X, 2 X, 6
X, 7 X, 2 4
X, 5 X, 10 X, 7

X, 8
X, 8
X, 8

X, 10
X, 9
X, 4

1
X, 1
X, 3

Note: X = Davison and Wright model (2004).
1-10 = Survey result rank.

Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems by Type of
Contract
To determine which type of contracts had the greatest overall
perceived occurrence of problems, row means were computed for
each type of contract. That is, the overall mean for each type of
contract was determined by computing the mean of the ten contract
problem means. The one-way analysis of variance performed on
these means was significant, F (6, 16443) = 29.7, p<.000.
Subsequent post-hoc comparisons among the means using Tukey’s
HSD technique revealed that contracts involving construction and
contracted services were perceived as having the greatest overall
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occurrence of problems while capital outlays, supplies and small
purchases, and leases were viewed as having the lowest overall
occurrence of problems. The means and results of all post hoc
comparisons are presented in Table 6. Means that do not share a
common subscript are significantly different at the .05 level.
TABLE 6

Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems
by Type of Contract
Contract type
Construction
Contracted Services
Professional Services
Software
Capital Outlay
Supplies, Small Purchases
Leases

Mean

Rank

6.02a
6.15a
6.23ab
6.39b
6.67c
6.67c
6.72c

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Note: Means that do not share a common subscript are significantly
different at the .05 level.
Perceived occurrence of contract administration problems over all
types of contracts
To determine which types of contract administration problems
were perceived to be most common across all types of contracts,
column means were computed for each type of problem. The overall
mean for each type of problem was determined by computing the
mean of the seven contract type means. The one way analysis of
variance carried out on these was significant, F (9, 22342) = 96.0,
p<.000. Subsequent post hoc comparisons among the means using
Tukey’s HSD technique showed that the most common perceived
problem across all contract types was delays and the least common
problems were risk of failure and wrong product. The means and
results of all post hoc comparisons are displayed in Table 7. Means
that do not share a common subscript are significantly different at
the .05 level.
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TABLE 7

Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems over All
Types of Contracts
Contract administration problem
Delays
Cost
Change Order
Poor Performance
Definition of Acceptance
Conflict
Other Sources
Subcontractors
Risk of Failure
Wrong Product

Mean
5.73a
6.13b
6.16b
6.36b
6.66c
6.73cd
6.93de
7.08ef
7.24f
7.29f

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Note: Means that do not share a common subscript are significantly
different at the .05 level.
DISCUSSION

Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems for Each
Contract Type
The rankings of the perceived occurrence of contract
administration problems can be utilized by public purchasing
personnel to focus human and financial resources on the problems
that are likely to occur for a specific type of purchase. This will be
especially useful for personnel who have responsibility for a specific
type of purchase, i.e., software or construction. This information will
also benefit personnel who have a responsibility for a wide variety of
purchases and may be unable to prepare for every type of potential
contract administration problem. If resources are scarce, human
and financial resources can be allocated to where they have the best
use.
Comparison of the Conceptual Model’s Predictions with the Research
Results
Overall, the conceptual model, prepared by Davison and Wright
accurately predicted the most frequently reported problems (3 out of
the top 4) for 5 of the 7 contract types. The conceptual model was not
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as accurate in predicting the typical problems for two of the contract
types: small purchases (1 out of the top 4 correct) and for capital
outlay purchases (2 out of the top 4 correct). The difference in
predication accuracy, for small purchases and capital outlay, may be
due to the smaller number of typical problems predicted by the
conceptual model. The conceptual model predicts 2 typical problems
for small purchases, and 4 typical problems for capital outlay. For the
remaining purchase types the number of predicted problems ranged
from 5 to 9 for each purchase type.
Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems by Type of
Contract
Table 6 provides data on which type of purchase is likely to have
the highest perceived occurrence of contract administration
problems. These data can be used by public purchasing personnel to
identify the types of purchases that are likely to encounter the highest
number of contract administration problems.
For example,
Construction, Contracted Services and Professional Services are
perceived to have a significantly higher occurrence of contract
administration problems than other types of purchases. This
knowledge could be helpful in developing contract administration
plans, determining where to allocate scarce human and financial
resources for implementing the plan, and identifying training needs
for specific purchases.
Perceived Occurrence of Contract Administration Problems over All
Types of Contracts
Table 7 provides data on which contract administration problem
has the highest perceived occurrence for all types of purchases.
These data can be used by public purchasing personnel to identify
the contract administration problems that are likely to occur. For
example, Delays are perceived to have a significantly higher
occurrence, for every type of purchase, than other contract
administration problems. This knowledge could be helpful in
developing contract administration plans, determining where to
allocate scarce human and financial resources for implementing the
plan, and identifying training needs for specific purchases.
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Limitations of the Research
The current research has several limitations, one of which was
the response rate. The low overall response rate may be due to a
number of reasons. First, distributing a postcard with the survey URL
is in retrospect clearly not an effective data collection technique.
Secondly, even for those respondents who received the electronic
version of the survey, completing it turned out to be more time
consuming and difficult than anticipated despite the results of the
pilot work.
Another limitation of the research is that the raw data collected
are in reality ratings and not ranks. At the agency level there may be
no means to collect data electronically on the contract administration
problems encountered. The absence of these hard data may have
contributed to the respondents’ inability to rank order the frequency
with which the ten types of problems occurred for each type of
purchase. In addition, the survey respondents are probably more
familiar with rating scales than ranking ones. Thus, though they did
use intermediate values in their reposnes, they more frequently used
the extreme values, 1 and 10, in particular as ratings of the perceived
occurrence of the various problems. Nonetheless, whether the data
are ratings or ranks does not affect the fact that they are ordinal in
nature.
Another limitation of the research was that the survey was
distributed to only two professional procurement organizations, NIGP
and ISM. These organizations were selected because; they have the
largest number of members and they provided access to their
membership lists. Future research could survey international
procurement organizations to determine the generalizability of the
results.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The cost of dealing with contract administration problems can be
tremendous both in dollars and time. The Harris (1998) (estimates
that 50% of software projects fail each year, at a cost of billions of
dollars. The results of the survey displayed in Tables 4, 6 and 7 will
provide public purchasing personnel information about which
contract administration problems are perceived as most likely to
occur for a given type of purchase and which type of purchase is likely
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to encounter the most contract administration problems. With this
information the public purchasing personnel can prepare
specifications, contracts and contract administration plans to avoid or
minimize the adverse impact of contract administration problems.
Procurement personnel can effectively allocate scarce resources to
the contracts or contract administration problems that are most likely
to occur. Training needs can also be identified.
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APPENDIX 1

Dear NIGP Member:
We ask for your help in completing the following survey. It examines
the relationship between the type of items or services procured and
the problems typically encountered during contract administration.
The results may help procurement professionals anticipate the types
of administration problems that are likely to occur for specific types of
purchases.
This information, in turn, will help procurement
professionals develop plans to avoid the problems or minimize their
potential negative consequences.
The survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. Your
responses will be tabulated by university support personnel and will
be completely confidential and anonymous.
Please complete the survey at your earliest convenience or by May 8,
2006. Our survey is at the following location:
http://surveys.stcloudstate.edu/contractsurvery/contractsurvey.htm
Thank you in advance for your help.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The postcard sent to ISM members had the following information:
"As part of the Institute for Supply Management(tm)'s mission to lead
supply management, ISM encourages the pursuit of academic
research. As a member of ISM, you have been selected to participate
in this research project.
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Responding to the survey is completely voluntary. ISM Policy allows
for the release of limited member information to researchers, to be
used only for specific approved research projects."
The Relationship between Contract Administration Problems and
Contract Type
http://surveys.stcloudstate.edu/contractsurvey/contractsurvey.htm
We ask for your help in completing this survey. It examines the
relationship between the type of items or services procured and the
problems typically encountered during contract administration. The
results may help procurement professionals anticipate the types of
administration problems that are likely to occur for specific types of
purchases.
This information, in turn, will help procurement
professionals develop plans to avoid the problems or minimize their
potential negative consequences. The survey will take approximately
10-15 minutes to complete. Please complete the survey at your
earliest convenience or by May 12, 2006. Thank you in advance for
your help.
ATTACHMENT 2

Survey

1) Country in which you work?
a) United States
b) Canada
c) Other, please specify
2) What type of agency do you work for?
A. Federal
B. State
C. County
D. City
E. Other, Specify
3) What is your current position?
a) Director of Materials Management
b) Director of Purchasing
c) Purchasing Manager
d) Contract Manager
e) Manager of Logistics or Stores
f) Senior Buyer
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g)
h)
i)
j)

Buyer
Contract Specialist
Assistant Buyer
Other , Please list

4) How many total years in Purchasing do you have (round up to
nearest year)?
Number of years _______
5) How many years in your current position do you have (round up to
nearest year)?
Number of years _________
6) What is your highest level education?
a) High school diploma
b) Technical or vocational schools
c) Some college
d) 2 year college degree
e) 4 year college degree
f) Masters degree
g) Doctorate degree
h) Other, please specify
7) Which best describes your field of education?
a) Liberal Arts
b) Business
c) Economics
d) Public Administration
e) Political Science
f) Engineer
g) Biology or Chemistry
h) Other, Please specify
8) Which professional certifications do you currently hold?
a) None
b) CPPB (Certified Professional Public Buyer)
c) CPPO (Certified Professional Purchasing Officer)
d) CPM (Certified Purchasing Manager
e) Other, Please specify
9) What year did you receive your most recent certification?
a) Does not apply
b) List year ____________
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10) Approximate annual purchasing volume for your entire agency?
Expressed in dollars (round to nearest dollar) ________________
11) Approximate annual purchasing volume for purchases made by
you. Expressed in dollars (round to nearest dollar)
_____________
12) Your level of purchasing authority?
Expressed in dollars (round to nearest dollar) ____________
13) Total number of full time employees in your agency?
Employees ____________
14) Total number of full time staff in the purchasing unit.
Employees _____________
15) From the list of types of purchases identify the items you
currently have responsibility for purchasing (check all that
apply). Refer to definitions below.
a) Commodities
b) Capital Outlay
c) Professional Services
d) Contracted Services
e) Software
f) Leases
g) Construction
h) Other, please Specify
16) Within the past year estimate the number of purchase orders or
contracts you have issued for each type of purchase.
a) Commodities
number of purchases _________
b) Capital Outlay
number of purchases _________
c) Professional Services number of purchases _________
d) Contracted Services number of purchases _________
e) Software
number of purchases _________
f) Leases
number of purchases _________
g) Construction
number of purchases _________
h) Other, please Specify number of purchases _________
Please use the following definitions in answering Question 17 &
18.
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Contract Purchase Types
Commodities:
MRO (Maintenance, Repair, Supplies) Office
supplies, one time orders for durable goods under $5,000,
blanket contracts.
Capital Outlay: Durable goods over $5,000,
Professional Services: Architects, consultants,
Contracted Services: Custodial Services, Food Service etc.
Software: Custom developed and shrink wrap.
Leases: Leased Space or equipment – lease without intent to
own
Construction: Any type and any dollar amount – New construction
or remodeling
Contract Management Definitions
Wrong Product received: Purchase order or contract clearly
identifies correct product, but vendor ships incorrect. No dispute
involved.
Delay: Purchase order or contract has a clearly stated delivery
completion date. Delivery/completion is late (any length of time)
due to either vendor or agency cause (any reason).
Final Acceptance: Completion of project is delayed due to non
acceptance of final product. Example: difference in either party’s
definition of what was supposed to be delivered or provided.
Change Order: Change in the scope of work (additional work,
money, time), after contract award. Can be requested by either
party for any reason.
Personality Conflict: Personality conflicts between agency project
manager or staff and vendor project manager or employees.
Disagreement between the parties that can not be easily
resolved. May involve scope of work, materials supplied, payment
schedules, or any other aspect of the contract.
Poor Performance: Contract clearly states a level of expected
performance (this is not in dispute) and quality problems with
vendor’s performance of work occur.
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Sub Contractors: The vendor uses subcontractors not on his
payroll to perform any or all of the work. Prior approval, for use of
subcontractors, was received.
Cost: Project has a high cost.
Other Sources: There are none or very few vendors that can
perform the work.
Risk of Failure: The project has a high risk of failure; i.e. New
technology, New equipment, New vendor, Project never been
done before. Tight timeline or budget.
17) For purchases made within the past year, rank order the
problems that apply in terms of how often they occur for each
contract type with 1 being most frequent (as applicable) to 10
being least frequent (as applicable) or choose 99 for those that
do not apply. The definitions of contract type are listed on
Attachment A, and the definitions of contract problems are listed
on Attachment B. Please use each of the 10 ranks only once.

Supplies and small purchases
Capital Outlay
Professional Services
(Architects & Engineers)
Contracted Services (Custodial
Services)
Software
Leases
Construction

Poor
Performance
Risk of Failure/
Terminate
Sub
contractors
Cost

Other Sources

Conflict

Definition of
Acceptance
Change Order

Delays

General Contract Type

Wrong Product

Table A
Comparison of General Contract Types and Contract Administration Problems
Typical Contract Administration Problems
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18a. Using the following categories, indicate the typical consequences you experienced for each type of
problem within each type of contract using 1= Contract delay less than 10 days, 2= Contract delay greater
than 10 days, 3= Increased contract cost less than 10%, 4= Increased contract cost greater than 10%, 5=
Contract termination. 6= None of these consequences. Please check all that apply.
Type of
Contracts

Wrong Product
1

Supplies
and Small
Purchases
Capital
Outlay
Professional
Services
(Architects
and
Engineers)
Contracted
Services
(Custodial
Services)
Software
Leases
Construction

2

3

4

5

Delays
6

1

2

3

4

Definition of Acceptance
5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

Change Order
1

2

3

4

5

6
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18b. Using the following categories, indicate the typical consequences you experienced for each type of problem
within each type of contract using 1=Contract delay less than 10 days, 2=Contract delay greater than 10 days,
3=Increased contract cost less than 10%, 4= Increased contract cost greater than 10%, 5=Contract termination,
6=None of these consequences. Please check all that apply.
Conflict
Other Sources
Poor Performance
Type of Contracts
Supplies and Small Purchases
Capital Outlay
Professional Services (Architects and
Engineers)
Contracted Services (Custodial
Services)
Software
Leases
Construction

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6

1

2

3

4

5

6
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18c. Using the following categories, indicate the typical consequences you experienced for each type of problem
within each type of contract using 1=Contract delay less than 10 days, 2=Contract delay greater than 10 days,
3=Increased contract cost less than 10%, 4= Increased contract cost greater than 10%, 5=Contract termination,
6=None of these consequences. Please check all that apply.
Risk of Failure/
Terminate
Sub contractors
Cost
Type of Contracts
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5
Supplies and Small Purchases
Capital Outlay
Professional Services (Architects and
Engineers)
Contracted Services (Custodial
Services)
Software
Leases
Construction

6

